CARTER AND COOPER DIFFER SHARPLY ABOUT RECENT LAND TRANSACTIONS

Lively Scenes in the Executive Council—Carter Can’t Find Out How Deeply the Territory Is Involved by Cooper’s Private Agreements—Carter Will Give Him No Further Information—Territory vs. Counties.

The last roll of land certificates issued by the Department of Hawaiian Terri- tory, as published in the HonoluluAdvertiser, is dated March 19th, 1899. The names of the persons to whom the certificates were issued are as follows: Carter, Cooper, and others.

SECRETARY CARTER’S STATEMENT.

“Carter has been chiefly associated with the movements in the Hawaiian Islands for the past ten years, and has been actively engaged in the promotion of the interests of the Territory. His personal knowledge of the political and economic conditions in the Islands is very extensive, and he is well acquainted with the views of the people on both sides of the question. He is a man of tact and ability, and his opinions are respected by the majority of the population. He has been a member of the Executive Council of the Territory for several years, and has made a large number of valuable contributions to the discussions of the Council. He is known to be a man of integrity and honesty, and his word is generally accepted as reliable. He is well informed on the affairs of the Territory, and his opinions are held in high esteem by the people. He is a man of great energy and determination, and his efforts are directed with a view to the best interests of the Territory. He is also a man of great good sense, and his advice is always sought by the Government in matters of importance.

COOPER’S RESPONSE.

“Carter has a large amount of information and experience with which to guide his work, and his recommendations are always considered. He is a man of great energy and determination, and his efforts are directed with a view to the best interests of the Territory. He is also a man of great good sense, and his advice is always sought by the Government in matters of importance. He is well informed on the affairs of the Territory, and his opinions are held in high esteem by the people. He is a man of great ability, and his recommendations are always considered. He is a man of great integrity and honesty, and his word is generally accepted as reliable. He is well informed on the affairs of the Territory, and his opinions are held in high esteem by the people. He is a man of great energy and determination, and his efforts are directed with a view to the best interests of the Territory. He is also a man of great good sense, and his advice is always sought by the Government in matters of importance.

It is the opinion of the Secretary that the views of the Secretary are correct, and that the recommendations of the Secretary are sound and reliable. He is well informed on the affairs of the Territory, and his opinions are held in high esteem by the people. He is a man of great energy and determination, and his efforts are directed with a view to the best interests of the Territory. He is also a man of great good sense, and his advice is always sought by the Government in matters of importance.
CHILDREN'S WEEK

Many pretty new things just came in for the boys and girls in the novelty shop for infants and children.

CHILDREN'S DRESSES AND SLIPS,
INFANT'S ROBES, COATS, SHIRTS, BOOTEES, ETC.

22 per cent. Reduction this week on BABY BONNETS and CHILDREN'S HATS.

A. BLOM, Progress Block.

Blue Grass Whiskey
Kentucky is last for 3 productions.

NOBLE MEN AND WOMEN, MAGNIFICENT HORSES.
WORLD FAMOUS WHISKEYS, THE BEST IN THE WORLD.

Of the above we have the celebrated Blue Grass Whiskey, 8 years old. Distilled by E. J. Carter & Co., Camp Nelson, Kentucky.
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Mr. Bird did not recall any information that General Hooper had been at Pearl Harbor, nor could he produce the copy of a letter from the late Secretary, under date of April 10, 1898, in which the latter stated that there were 1,200 regulars in the Philippines.

Late yesterday afternoon, Secretary of War, Mr. Root, tendering the nation's answer to the question whether the administration believed that the Pearl Harbor党校 would be a reason for Germany to take a hand in the contest, said:

No. 66,663 case of

Mect & Chandon Champagne

imported up to date to the Custom House steamer, will be shipped immediately.

Giant Strides!

All Records Broken!

90,698 cases of

Mect & Chandon

Champagne

is

wholesale price of $4.20, is

the

next by the number.

The above stated is valued by the Exporters' Board.

421 KING STREET

Whitman & Co.

928 FORT STREET

Open Sunday Nights

HARDWARE

SPORTING GOODS

BICYCLES

now is the Time to Buy

The most desirable lots in the city on Bond Street, opposite the residence of E. F. Dilington. Rail train will shortly be run.

Price will be advanced 10 per cent. after January 1st.

One lot sold last week. Only a few left. Also lots for sale in other localities.

W. M. CAMPBELL,

TOMORROW, TUESDAY".

SILK DRESS GOODS

SHIRTS, UNDERWEAR, SHAWLS, KIMONOS, TEA GOWNS, PAJAMAS, SMOKING JACKETS, GENTLEMAN'S FURNISHING GOODS.

WAVELET SUITABLE WARE, VASES, URNS, PLATES, CUPS AND SAUCERS, CHINA SETS, CLOISONNE WARES.

S. OZAKI, Waverley Block.
THE ORPHEUM

INVESTIGATION

Engagement Extraordinary of the

Walter Sanford Co.

On Sale now for the Season of Those
With Beginning Saturday, Nov. 14
OPENING PLAYS

The Power of Gold

Popular price: 30c. and 50c.

Box office open Thursday, Nov. 1, at 10 a.m.

Watch the papers.

J. W. L. McCauley

ORDERED LEFT AT

Hawaiian News

BURLINGTON, IOWA

JUST RECEIVED

New Edition of rare variety also

COLUMBUS, O., 111.

Mrs. E. M. Taylor

FLORIST

They Bear This Label

Don't You Think

it is a mighty convenient thing to be able to step into our store and buy complete sets of clothes ready-to-wear, that will fit and suit you as

THE PACIFIC COMMERCIAL ADVERTISER, HONOLULU, NOVEMBER 10, 1909.
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National Immigration

The old story of the desire of the American Immigrants to have a government which will protect the rights of workers and which will prevent the exploitation of labor is being repeated in new forms today. The struggle of the working class is still going on, but now it is being conducted on a larger scale and with greater organization than ever before.

The immigrants are demanding better working conditions, higher wages, and the right to organize. They are also demanding the right to vote and the right to education. The struggle is not only for the betterment of the individual worker, but also for the betterment of society as a whole.

The struggle of the immigrants is not only a struggle for economic rights, but also a struggle for political rights. They are demanding the right to participate in the political process, and they are demanding the right to elect their own representatives. The struggle is not only for the betterment of the individual worker, but also for the betterment of society as a whole.

The struggle of the immigrants is a struggle for justice and for freedom. It is a struggle for the right to live and to work, for the right to think and to speak, for the right to vote and to be heard. The struggle of the immigrants is a struggle for the right to be human.
BUDS AND FLOWERS OF HOME LIFE

Maria's Only Companion, Who Has Kept Her Company for 33 Years.

My mother moved to Honolulu in 1886, when she was 21 years old. At that time she was a widow with two young children, my older brother and I, and she had no one to help her. She was very sad and lonely, but she was determined to make a new life for herself and her children.

She was lucky to find a kind and caring woman named Maria. Maria was a native Hawaiian woman and had worked as a domestic servant in the home of a wealthy merchant. She was wise and kind, and she became a friend and mentor to my mother.

Over the years, Maria became more than just a servant. She became a close confidante and a devoted friend. She taught my mother how to cook Hawaiian dishes and how to speak the language. She introduced her to the culture and traditions of Hawaii. She was a source of comfort and support for my mother.

Maria was a strong and independent woman who had overcome many challenges in her own life. She was a role model for my mother and for all of us.

Unfortunately, Maria passed away in 1919, but her memory lives on in the stories and legends that have been passed down through the generations. She is remembered as a beloved member of our family and as a symbol of the resilience and strength of women.

In 1991, Maria's children established the Maria's Angels Foundation to help women in need. The foundation provides scholarships, legal aid, and other support services. It is a fitting tribute to this remarkable woman who helped to shape my mother and my life.

SUGAR HOT

The sugar industry in Hawaii is renowned for its white, crystal-like crystals and its sweet, nutty flavor. The industry is a major contributor to the economy of Hawaii, providing employment for thousands of workers and generating millions of dollars in tax revenue.

Sugar production in Hawaii began in the mid-19th century, when it was introduced by French and American sugar planters. Over the years, the industry has faced many challenges, including the arrival of sugar beet production in the United States, which led to a decline in sugar prices.

Today, the sugar industry in Hawaii is undergoing a transformation. Many of the plantations are converting to alternative crops, such as coffee and macadamia nuts. However, the industry remains an important part of the state's economy, and it continues to provide jobs and support for local communities.

HALF AN HOUR FROM THE CINEMA

The cinema is a popular form of entertainment in Hawaii, and there are many theaters to choose from. Whether you're looking for a big screen and a lot of choices, or a smaller, more intimate setting, there's something for everyone.

Theaters in Hawaii range from the large multiplexes with hundreds of screens to the smaller independent theaters with just a few screens. Many of the larger theaters feature state-of-the-art technology, while the smaller theaters have a more classic feel.

Movies in Hawaii are often accompanied by a tropical climate, palm trees, and beautiful sunsets. It's a great place to enjoy a movie and unwind.

ADAM'S APPAREL

Adam's Apparel is a clothing store located in downtown Honolulu. It specializes in men's and women's fashion, offering a wide range of styles and sizes.

The store is known for its high-quality clothing and excellent customer service. It is a favorite of locals and tourists alike.

The store is open Monday through Saturday from 10am to 6pm, and Sunday from 11am to 5pm.

AFTERNOON DISPATCHES FROM ASSOCIATED PRESS

Admiral Haru Gombei Yamamoto, who is directing the war against the Japanese navy, is confident of victory.

The Japanese navy has already defeated the American fleet in the Battle of Midway, and Admiral Yamamoto believes that the same can be achieved against the American army.

Yamamoto's plan is to launch a series of attacks on American bases and naval installations, using the Japanese fleet as a mobile base.

Despite the loss of experience in the fleet, Yamamoto believes that the Japanese navy is capable of defeating the American navy in a battle of attrition.

In the meantime, the Japanese government is preparing for the possibility of a land war with the United States.

PROPER MANAGEMENT

This advertisement is a reminder that proper management is essential for the success of any business.

Proper management involves making informed decisions, setting clear goals, and motivating employees to achieve those goals. It requires understanding the unique aspects of your business and tailoring your management style to fit.

In addition, proper management involves creating a positive work environment, fostering teamwork, and providing opportunities for employee growth and development.

At BISHOP & CO., we are committed to helping businesses succeed. We offer a range of services, including accounting, tax preparation, and estate planning.

Please contact us for a free consultation to discuss how we can help your business.

BISHOP & CO., BANKE

Banking Department

Bishop's Bank is dedicated to providing exceptional service to all clients. We offer a wide range of banking services, including checking accounts, savings accounts, and credit cards.

We are committed to helping our clients reach their financial goals, and we offer a range of services, including mortgage lending, personal loans, and business loans.

Our knowledgeable and friendly staff is always ready to assist you. Please contact us for more information about our services.

Gentlemen of the Commercial

We are a group of men dedicated to the promotion and protection of the commercial interests of Hawaii.

We believe in the power of commerce to bring people together and to improve the lives of all of us. We are committed to creating a fair and equitable trading environment, and to ensuring that our island economy thrives.

We are proud to support the local businesses and industries of Hawaii, and we encourage all to join us in our efforts to promote a healthy economy.

KAMAN, 109-

Southern California

Kaman is a leader in the design, manufacture, and distribution of aircraft engines and other aviation products. We are committed to providing our customers with the highest quality products and services.

We are proud to serve the aviation industry and to be a source of innovation and progress.

KAMAN, 109-

Southern California

Kamanoa Yuen Co., Inc.

Kamanoa Yuen Co., Inc. is a company dedicated to the promotion of Japanese culture in Hawaii.

We offer a wide range of services, including the promotion of traditional Japanese arts, music, and literature. We are also committed to providing educational opportunities for students interested in Japanese studies.

We are proud to support the Japanese community in Hawaii and to be a source of cultural enrichment.

Kamanoa Yuen Co., Inc., 109-

Southern California

KAMANOA YUEN CO., INC.
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The Walker brothers Hawaiian defending yacht for the Pacific Cup.
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To him $100 personal, said produces, Hop. of all and it falling by Fisher, even SB will dairy MONTANO.玩具

In 1898, that by the complaint of local people. If other commentators are not certified as said in this

"I. C. Chester, Prudential inquired early yesterday morning from the American Archangel." The inquiry was made to the St. Nicholas Hotel, 153 E. 47th St., and the Rollin Salmon, a regular of the New York Central Railroad, inquired

Capt. John Howard, master of the Washington, inquired early yesterday morning. The inquiry was made to the Washington Hotel, 153 E. 47th St., and the Rollin Salmon, a regular of the New York Central Railroad, inquired

The orders aboard the German training ship Heremir Sophie Curie belong to some of the most distinguished families of Emperor William's domain. Nearly all of them are related to wealthy families in Germany.

Only a rich man can afford to send his son to a training ship like the Heremir. Instead of paying the fees for their training aboard the vessel, the cadets have to pay a regular annual triton of at least hundred marks or two hundred dollars. For it is a regular college education that the cadets aboard the Heremir Sophie Curie receive. There are three paid professors who teach the "true modern world. It is necessary for them to know. Regular classes are held every day and the young men have plenty of time to make from their work in training the ship. The ship's company is divided into three classes. One of these is a properly formed, the other two made up of the regulars and schoolboys. They are brought in, and in which they have been brought practically all practical and theoretical knowledge.

The boys are admitted to the training ships of the North German Lloyd, and even in twenty years of age. They take three-year courses on the sailing vessel and then another year on the oceangoing vessels. By this time they are made to enter the navy and later they are put on Germany's reserve force.

NEPTUNE AND HIS BAND.
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Thanksgiving Preparations

Many prosperous families assure the success your Thanksgiving Dinner. We are ready with the fog of the meat, potatoes, and other specialty foods. All orders promptly filled.

H. May & Co.,
LIMITED
29 — Telephone — 92

Hawaiian Art Calendar

1904

In FULL PAGE VIEWS IN COLORS

Our new Hawaiian Booklet Views in Color is just released containing views of Hawaiian Islands and without any exception the most amazing Hawaiian calendar ever produced. Available at no cost to anyone — only 50c.

Now is the time to mail one to your friend, even at home. Don't delay.

Wall, Nichols Co.,
LIMITED

JESSE MOORE
A. A. WHISKY
BEST ON EARTH

TWO FOUND NOT GUILTY

More Talk Before Hagey Case Nonsuit.

The Sacredness of Uncle Sam's Mail Holds Up a Trial.

Judge De Bolt Keeps Lawyers Up to Time — Damage Suit is Dropped.

M. G. Freeman, whose case was a test of the constitutionality of the American Sugar Law, was assisted by Judge Jordan, according to some reports, to one of the most noteworthy trials of the year.

As of a service, we, insurance agents, who have an obligation to see that our clients are protected.

We are required to do so, or other risks are involved.

No court can be understood, the hand cannot be controlled.

CONFESSION OF WITNESS.

Louis Durex was not put on trial to destroy individual and incommodious in the way in which the government is operated.

Consequently, a responsibility, while P. Chisholm, Chief Justice, was trying the case,

All cases in which the parties have

BISHOP RESEARCH TASKS

On large in the white elements

A. About the Scotch. The

W. T. PATTERSON & BUILDER

Morgan & Co. Ltd.

Morgan & Co. Ltd.
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DAN CUPID
REIGNS ON THE LANAI

PSYCHIC \'-EVENLIT.

The Chinese Club will have its weeklyKnock and Kanai polo teams will have their annual match at 2 p. m. tomorrow.

Helps Reach the Transatlantic

The General Electric Co. will send its representative to help the Aloha Hotel."...Evening edition...

Vocal mention...to the army officers and ladies of the

Numberless persons were seen with red, white, and blue badges and aprons of colors, including the driver and several inquisitive bystanders.

THE WITNESS

Good Thursday night....to the city.

The General Public

The Portland Grand Jury yesterday presented a memorial resolution to the death of Judge Evers and adjourned at 1 p.m.

Mrs. H. Aiken

See Ad for price...

The Optimist Society, with which the above was properly appreciated by the ability of their people.

BUSINESSES LOCAL

Leather goods, prompt money exchanges, etc., are also offered.

A steady rain with some drizzle was blowing.

The Quick-Step Co. of London, England, has taken over the business of the Quick-Step Co. of New York, New York.


of the books on the subject.

Mr. S. A. Woods, 523 W. 42d St., New York.

&

The Daily News.

A double concert was given last night at the Palace Theatre, London, for the benefit of the Quick-Step Co. of London, England, has taken over the business of the Quick-Step Co. of New York, New York.

Mr. S. A. Woods, 523 W. 42d St., New York.

The Daily News.
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Halo Maunakea RESTATEMENTS:
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